
INVESTING FOR VALUE

Value investors look for bargains. That is, they attempt to find

stocks that are trading below the value of the companies they

represent. If they consider a stock to be underpriced, it’s an

opportunity to buy; if they consider it overpriced, it’s an

opportunity to sell. Once they purchase a stock, value investors

seek to ride the price upward as the security returns to its “fair

market” price—selling it when this price objective is reached.

Most value investors use detailed analysis to identify stocks that

may be undervalued. They’ll examine the company’s balance

sheet, financial statements, and cash flow statements to get a

clear picture of its assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses.

One of the key tools value investors use is financial ratios. For

example, to determine a company’s book value, a value analyst

would subtract the company’s liabilities from its assets. This book

value can then be divided by the number of shares outstanding to

determine the book-value-per-share—a ratio which would then be

compared with the book-value-per-share of other companies in the

same industry or to the market overall.

INVESTING FOR GROWTH

Growth investors are using today’s information to identify

tomorrow’s strongest stocks. They’re looking for “winners”—stocks

of companies within industries that are expected to experience

substantial growth.

They seek companies in a position to generate revenues or

earnings greater than what the market expects. When growth

investors find a promising stock, they buy it, even if it has already

experienced rapid price appreciation, in the hope that its price will

continue to rise as the company grows and attracts more

investors.

Where value investors use analysis, growth investors use criteria.

Growth investors are more concerned about whether a company is

exhibiting behavior that suggests it will be one of tomorrow’s

leaders; they are less focused on the value of the underlying

company.

For example, growth investors may favor companies with a

sustainable competitive advantage that are expected to

experience rapid revenue growth, that are effective at containing

cost, and that have an experienced management team in place.

Value and growth investing are opposing strategies. A stock prized

by a value investor might be considered worthless by a growth

investor and vice versa. Which is right? A close review of your

personal situation can help determine which strategy may be right

for you.
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VALUE VS. GROWTH INVESTING

YEAR GROWTH STOCKS VALUE STOCKS

2008 -37.49% -3.62%

2009 36.88% 16.98%

2010 15.02% 16.56%

2011 -0.66% 3.74%

2012 16.9% 14.56%

2013 34.97% 30.24%

2014 13.95% 13%

2015 3.54% -0.79%

2016 8.97% 15.44%

2017 27.71% 16.31%


